Increase awareness of the shared resources within your network

iLab Networks

Schedule a demo

Schedule your free demo today, to find out how iLab can enable centralized management of resources in your network.

www.agilent.com/chem/ilab-networks

All your resources, now connected

Networks for research organizations can come in several variations; networks based on technology, within or across departments, or even involving multiple, separate organizations.

iLab’s network capabilities link labs across technology types, departments, campuses, and institutions, to bring your shared resources together. To foster connectivity across multiple entities, iLab creates a public-facing landing page, complete with integrated search capabilities. This could be an institutional landing page for a network among departments or cores within a single institution, or a landing page for a network of multiple organizations.
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Figure 1. iLab’s networking capabilities connect multiple labs within an institution and also all institutions across the entire network.
One system for all your shared resource labs

iLab’s network functionality and landing pages provide several benefits:

– A single platform entry point for all shared resources across a network. This allows a single URL for signing in, simplifying access for all users of tools in the network.

– Improved awareness of the available shared resources. Standardization of reporting and management operations by using a single system across facilities in a network greatly reduces the administrative burden of measuring and tracking resource utilization.

– Streamlined workflows of an individual facility/lab or scale to be used at an enterprise level across all shared resources within an organization and, ultimately, across an entire network.

Achieve improved efficiencies for your individual lab

iLab allows individual facilities and labs the flexibility to control their own rates and other rules for viewing and accessing their equipment and services, rather than adopting network-wide standards. iLab’s ability to streamline daily operations and minimize the administrative burden helps Lab Managers achieve increased visibility of available instruments & services within their lab.
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